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YPICAL papers on Alpine climbing fall into two classes. Some 
record climbs of climacteric importance or extraordinary difficulty, 
feats of skill and daring told with becoming modesty and careful 

under-statement. Others are about expeditions which in the ordinary 
way would claim no great attention, but which on the particular occasion 
became historiogenic through storm, accident or other unusual circum
stance, so that recounted they thrill us with vicarious hazard. This 
paper belongs to neither class. I am going to speak about three climbs 
done recently by our party, but our ascents of them were uneventful 
and the climbs themselves are neither specially important nor speci
ally difficult. But I want to draw attention to them for precisely this 
reason, for these are climbs which could be of more than academic 
interest to many British parties. If not in anecdote, we found them 
fertile in enjoyment; and I think others would enjoy them likewise. 
So I offer this paper in the hope that it may lead people to repeat these 
climbs, and that some of my comments may perhaps be of interest to 
those who have in mind to do so. 

My three climbs are the north-west ridge of the Aiguille de Blaitiere, 
the east ridge of the Dent d'Herens, and the Cresta di Santa Caterina 
of the Nordend of Monte Rosa. The three climbs have certain 
features in. common. They are linked historically in that the ·first 
complete ascent of each of them was made in 1906 by Ryan and Franz 
and Joseph Lochmatter. Then, as one expects of routes touched by 
that Midas of a rope, all three are fine ways up fine mountains, worthy 
of the heroic cachet Ryan-Lochmatter. They are alike also in their 
neglect by later British climbers. One reason for this neglect has, I 
think, been lack of publicity. If this paper of mine could do some
thing to remedy this, it will have been well worth while, because these 
climbs are useful additions to the repertoire for average parties. This 
remark about usefulness I apply especially to the Cresta di Santa 
Caterina, and so I take the liberty of mentioning this climb again, 
although it has only recently been described in an Alpine Club paper, 
by Roger Chorley. 

I begin with the north-west ridge of the Blaitiere. This is the ridge 
which dives steeply towards Chamonix from the northern summit of 
the Blaitiere, the Pointe de Chamonix ; it is the near skyline on the 
right as you go up the Nantillons Glacier to the Charmoz or Grepon. 
It has the convenient starting point of the Montenvers, and is, indeed, 
a very obvious route, offering itself with almost indecent exposure to 
anyone who ogles the Aiguilles from Chamonix or chases the inevitable 
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magnet of the Grepon ; a very obvious route, I say, at least to those 
who plan their climbing not from guidebook and gossip but from look
ing at the mountain unlike !llyself. But perhaps I am typical, for 
no one is recorded as climbing this ridge for thirty-five years after the 
first ascent : the second was by the Dittert-Marullaz party in 1941. 
They wrote an article about it in Alpinisme in 19431 and the route is 
now classique. But apart from Ryan's, I have not heard of an ascent 
by a British party until, at the suggestion of Viney, it was climbed on 
August 17, 1951, by Michael Westmacott, Richard Viney, the late 
Patrick Ridley and myself. 

It is a rock climb, a typical Aiguille, strenuous, safe, at moderate 
altitude. The V allot guidebook calls it ' une des belles escalades des 
Aiguilles ' ; I am not competent to confirm that but I can well believe 
it. Compared with its neighbours, the ordinary Charmoz or Grepon, 
it lacks their numinous glow of tradition ; but it has nothing like their 
vile couloir I speak ftelingly, having been smitten therein by a large 
stone, sustaining what a Frenchman charmingly described as ' un peu 
de scalpage ' and it is less populous, more difficult, and above all a 
much more serious climb than either of them. In standard I suppose 
it is comparable to the Grepon Mer de Glace face, but intermittently 
rather harder. We did it in good weather but under bad conditions, 
with much snow on the rocks, especially on the north side, where much 
of the climbing takes place. We were a party of four, in mediocre 
training, and following the classical variants, which give a shorter and 
easier climb than the purist route strictly up the edge from the bottom, 
we took 13 hours from the Montenvers to the top, including halts. 
Under good conditions a competent party should do it much quicker 
than we, but people will do well to equal the GHM bogey of 
6 hours. 

The crux was for us a short wav above the so-called third breche 
.I 

where one does a turning movement to the left. There is a short 
rappel down a little chimney, which has the piquancy of being but 
doubtfully reversible ; then you must traverse some steep slabs, with 
a good crack for the hands but only occasional foothold. To anyone 
like myself not strong in the arms this will always be hard ; and we 
found the crack full of ice. I do not think we should have got up 
without W estmacott to perform valorous gymnastics with the short 
slater's pick, hanging by one hand and chipping the ice out of the crack 
with the other. 

The same unseasonable snow and ice troubled us later also, on other 
excursions to the shadowed left of the edge. In contrast with the 
muscularities of the hand traverse, I remember particularly one stimu
lating passage where a thick but sloughy skin of unstable snow hung 
on steep, rickety boulders ; the groping insecurity of this pitch evoked, 
I recall, stern comments on the leader's choice of route. Memorable 
also, and a further contrast, was the final finish up the summit pyramid, 
where we took the variant to the right, on the sunny side. Here at last 

1 Alpinisme, 1943, pp. 8r-g. 
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the rocks were dry and a very steep but sufficiently holdful wall gave an 
exhilarating- long pitch of fine, open rock climbing. 

There is a full and excellent description of the whole climb in the 
V allot notebook, so I shall not say more about it except that on the day 
at least it was the hardest of the three climbs I discuss in this paper, the 
only one on which we were extended or felt the titillant tension of 
doubt whether we should get up. 
· The Dent d'Herens east ridge is a different type. Unlike the 
Blaitiere, this is a major ridge of a major mountain, with the raised 
stakes that that entails. Typically, its difficulty is its length and stature, 
not particular cruces of severity ; the ascent is an operation more than a 
climb. There are indeed no resistant pitches, so that technically this 
is the easiest of my three climbs. It is none the less the most serious 
of them, the one I should least readily recommend to a weak party or in 
adverse conditions. 

The ridge runs from the Col Tournanche, beside the Tete du Lion; 
to the summit of the Dent d'Herens ; it is the skyline in the familiar 
view from the Schonbiihl. It has been well called castellated, for there 
are three intermediate named strong points, the Pointe Maquignaz, the 
Pointe Car~el, and the Pointe Blanche. Parts of the ridge were 
ascended or descended during the first ascents of these peaklets ; but 
the first complete ascent of the whole ridge was that by Ryan and the 
Lochmatters on July 30, 1906. 

By a nice coincidence, W estmacott, Viney and I did it on the exact 
anniversary, July 30, 1952. There is now, I believe, a fixed bivouac 
on the Col Tournanche, and to use that would mitigate the length. 
But we did the climb in one long day from and back to the Schonbiihl, 
returning by the west ridge and the Tiefmattenjoch~ The weather was 
good, conditions only fair : some new snow was occasionally trouble
some. We were out 22! hours, but this ·included time wasted in false 
casts on the descent and for penalty a period of dolorous nocturnal 
slithering on moraines not far from the hut. It is eminently possible 
to do the climb faster than we did. For instance, in 1937 Wilfrid 
Noyce and Hans Brantschen were back in Zermatt at 3.30 in the after
noon 2 ; and another guided party of two who did the climb two days 
after us were back at the Schonbiihl in 1 5 hours, having traversed the 
next mountain, the Tete de Valpelline, as well as the Dent d'Herens. 
On the other hand it is also possible to spend longer on it than we. We 
had report of two Germans, one at least of some repute, who a few days 
before us were so late at the summit that they had to spend a comfortless 
night in the ruins of the Italian Aosta Hut, which is near only 2 hours 
from the summit but no hospitable haven now, I understand, having 
been smitten by an avalanche. 

From the Schonbiihl, the first stage is to get to the Col Tournanche. 
A steep rib takes you from the upper bay of the Tiefmatten Glacier to 
join the ridge a little to the right of the lowest point of the joch. We 
reached this rib by playing the first move of the Matterhorn Zmutt 

2 A.J. so. 137. 
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ridge, mounting first leftwards under the Matterhorn to the old Zmutt 
bivouac, then circling right across the upper bay of the glacier to reach 
the foot of the rib at first light. It would be more direct, and, in 
favourable conditions of the glacier, quicker, to go straight across from 
the Schonbiihl to the foot of the rib. The rib has a base of loose and. 
unpleasing rocks, but there soon succeeds snow, a steep, sharp, sinuous 
edge, succulent in crampons. For me at least, this graceful snow rib 
in the earliest hours of the day was the prettiest part of the whole 
climb. 

-Once on the main ridge, which is generally broad, it is mostly rock, 
mostly easy, mostly loose, in detail not memorable. I recall only the 
large features. The first dull nameless hump one skirts on the left ; 
then the Pointe Maquignaz, large and steep : one attacks on the _left, 
with some dubiety .. of route, and here the rocks are steep as well as loose 
to give a quiver of technical interest. The small Pointe Carrel follows 
immediately with po descent between; the rocks become briefly solid and 
define two or three formal pitches, about standard Ill. There follows 
a considerable descent. The Pointe Blanche impends, again large 
and steep. Westmacott, leading, spurned the approved route to the left 
and kept to the edge, where descenders rappel. Here we were on the 
north side and the rocks were snowbound, so that one pitch was hard. 

Description, like the climb itself, resolves into a steady passage of 
uneventful stages. I confess to a tinge of tedium as the expected land-, . 
marks came and went ; first L'Epaule, whence there 1s an easy way off 
to Italy if required; then the prominent' horn' ; and then at last the 
summit, at 3.25 P.M., 14! hours after leaving the Schonbiihl. It 
seemed a long time. _ 

For general verdict I compare this east ridge to a ceremonial banquet: 
old-fashioned, elegant, dignified, long drawn out. For success it 
demands not agile wit, but poise and steadiness. Many lesser . 
occasions ·sparkle brighter, yet in the ensemble it is impressive, and 
though in conventional reminiscence we bemoan exhilaration little· and 
excitemet:lt none, in truth we enjoyed it, pleased and proud to have 
been there. ... 

The last of my three climbs I call by the musical Italian name Cresta 
di Santa Caterina. This is the ridge from the Jagerjoch to the Nordend, 

- in characteristic Zermatt views of Monte Rosa out of sight round the 
. corner on the left and so, unlike 'my other two climbs, not importunate 
to the eye. There is a summary of its history in Montagnes du Monde, 
Vol. 1. 3 It had been descended three times before the Ryan-Loch
Ill:atter ascent in 1906. The Macugnaga guides proposed to fix ropes 
on it about -1910, but it was never done, and it was left to Franz Loch
matter to do not only the first ascent but the second also, in 1923, by a 
variant. In I 92 5 W elzenbach descended the ridge, remounting each 
pitch in turn and making notes, so that for the first time details 
were published. Another descent was by Graham Brown's party in 
1935 ; they combined it with an ascent of the Macugnaga face of the 

3 Montagnes du Monde, Volume I (1946), pp. 1 18- g. 
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CRESTA DI SANTA CATERJNA, FROM N EAR THE }AGERJOCI-I. 
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Nordend.4 But only one other ascent is recorded between the wars, 
in 1937, by an Italian guideless party, with bivouac. Then at last in 
1944 the route 'vas taken up by prominent Swiss climbers, both guides 
and amateurs, and it became fashionable, although apparently still 
retaining somethi11:g of a reputation in conservative Zermatt. Last 
summer (1952) it was done for the first time by guideless British, by 
at least three parties, of whom the first was George Band and Roger 
Chorley. . 

W estmacott and I climbed it on August 5, in perfect conditions ; 
an earlier attempt along with Viney had quailed before mist and snow 
at the Jagerjoch. Four to five hours take you from the Betemps Hut, 
with its distinguished gardien, Alexander Graven, up the glacier to the 
Jagerjoch, a secluded, lonely col. From there the ridge leaps flam
boyant and decisive, with a great vertical rock step followed by three 
lesser ones. Then there is gentle snow to the top of the N ordend. 

The serious part of the climb is _concise, the rock ridge, short but 
extremely steep and nearly all above 4,ooo metres. The crux is the 
first big step : the edge itself overhangs ; you make a turning move
ment to the right. A technical note by Chorley has already appeared 
in the Alpine Journal. 5 To this I add only that there is now a good 
description in Kurz, in the 1952 edition, and that a useful landmark 
is a diamond-shaped patch of light coloured rock, visible from the 
Jagerjoch; the route goes diagonally up to the right just below that 
patch. I did not ~ake detailed notes at the time, but I suspect that 
W estmacott and I went less far to the right up the steep part than Band 
and Chorley. Then, after the steep part, when you emerge as if from 
the vertical wall of a house on to the slabby roof, we at once traversed 
left back to the edge, whereas they went straight on up, keeping on the 
right until the top of the smaller second step. By whatever route the 
climbing of the first t'vo steps is steep, exposed and spectacular in a way 
altogether unusual at Zermatt; but it need no,vhere exceed standard IV. 

The third and fourth steps are smaller and easier than the first ; but 
steepness remains to the last. Then suddenly nothing but the summit 
snows ; with one stride you erupt from sharp red verticality to a placid 
white ·meado,v. It is some way to the top, and in softening snow 
laborious. 

What a good climb it is ! I recommend it as well fitted both to the 
taste and to the competence of many of the British parties now active in 
the Alps. Used as a start to the general traverse of the Monte Rosa 
tops, it adds to that peak-gluttonous expedition reward for hand and 
foot as well as eye. The difficult part is .exciting, short and easy of 
access. But more than these practical conveniences l' admire the 
glorious setting of the climb, with its views over the Macugnaga face, 
and its stylish construction, simple, symmetrical, concise : there is the 
quiet beginning up the glacier, then the taut, economical drama of the 
rock, then the quiet snow ending none of the cheap vulgarity of 
climax without conclusion. 

4 A.J. 47· 36o; 53· 291· 5 A.J. s8.SI7. 
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Two days before our ascent, W estmacott and I did the W eisshorn 
Schalligra.t from the W eisshorn Hut, in similar good conditions. Per
haps I may offer some comparisons between the neglected Caterina and 
this standard Zermatt rock climb. Of the two, the Schalligrat is the 
trickier, the Caterina the more difficult to climb. I call the Schalligrat 
tricky because of the complicated approach, with its obscure route and 
threat of stones, a threat increased if one had to retreat late in the day; 
the Caterina's approach is a glacier walk, entirely easy, except possibly 
at the bergschrund. But the Schalligrat itself I must emphasise that 
conditions were very good struck me as maintaining a steady level 
of monotonous mediocrity. Look at it in profile from a distance, and 
see how it rises at a constant 45° angle. This epitomises its character. 
My main impression was of uniformity: there was nothing entirely 
easy, nothing difficult, no formal pitches indeed, nothing memorable 
of any kind. 

I do not want to seem haughtily disparaging about the Schalligrat, 
for it is, after all, one of the great climbs and one which I much enjoyed. 
I emphasise once again that conditions were good; and if there is 
nothing hard, there is little entirely easy either. But I am comparing 
it with the Caterina, and the Caterina is memorable. Here, in superb 
setting, are good pitches on sound rock, with two or three hard moves; 
her~ is the gaiety of the perpendicular in wide-horizoned spaciousness ; 
here is elegance, variety, drama. For myself I have no doubt that the 
Caterina is the more enjoyable expedition. I think it is also the most 
enjoyable of three climbs I have discussed in this paper. Certainly I 
enjoyed it the most and, so it is, for me, the best. That is high praise. 
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